### Thursday, November 2nd

**10:00 AM - 5:00 PM**
- Early Registration — Atlantic Foyer - Level 1
- Rapid Testing — Atlantic D - Level 1

**6:00 PM - 8:00 PM**
- Welcome Reception — Fire Lake Restaurant - Lobby Level

### Friday, November 3rd

**6:00 AM - 5:00 PM**
- Registration & Rapid Testing — Atlantic Foyer - Level 1

**7:00 AM - 8:00 AM**
- Breakfast — Atlantic D - Level 1

**8:00 - 8:20 AM**
- Welcome — Atlantic C - Level 1
  - Speakers: Jaime Moreno, Dan Garcia, Lavanya Ramakrishnan, Holly Rushmeier

**8:20 - 8:50 AM**
- PLENARY: Mentoring 101 — Atlantic C - Level 1
  - Speaker: Jodi Tims

**9:00 - 10:30 AM**
- Strategies for Advancing Your Career EARLY — Industry & Lab
  - Adriatic/ Aegean - Level 2
  - Speakers: Deb Agarwal, Taghrid Samak

- Strategies for Advancing Your Career EARLY — Research
  - Atlantic C - Level 1
  - Speakers: Maria Gin, Kyle McMullen

- Strategies for Advancing Your Career EARLY — Education
  - Atlantic E + Level 1
  - Speakers: Ann Gates, Susan Rodger

**10:30 - 10:45 AM**
- Break — Atlantic Foyer - Level 1

**10:45 AM - 12:15 PM**
- Promotion to Next Level EARLY — Industry & Lab
  - Adriatic/ Aegean - Level 2
  - Speakers: Kylah McKinley, Cynthia Phillips

- Promotion to Next Level EARLY — Education
  - Atlantic C - Level 1
  - Speakers: Nancy Amato, Ellen Zegura

- Promotion to Next Level EARLY — Education
  - Atlantic E — Level 1
  - Speakers: Dorian Arnold, Amy Briggs

- Promotion to Next Level MID — Education
  - Baltic/Bering - Level 2
  - Speakers: Tiffany Barnes, Mark Moss

- Promotion to Next Level MID — Industry & Lab
  - Caspian - Level 2
  - Speakers: Alan Bivens, Kate Evans

**12:15 - 1:30 PM**
- Lunch — Atlantic D - Level 1

**1:30 - 2:30 PM**
- Effective Teaching/Class Management
  - EARLY — MID — Education & Research
  - Atlantic C - Level 1
  - Speakers: Maria Gin, Raja Kushalnagar

- Learning How to Lead EARLY — Industry & Lab
  - Adriatic/ Aegean - Level 2
  - Speakers: Kye Swain, Taghrid Samak

- Learning How to Lead EARLY — Education & Research
  - Atlantic C — Level 1
  - Speakers: Daniel Allaga, Amanda Stent

- Leading Initiatives MID — Education & Research
  - Atlantic E — Level 1
  - Speakers: Jodi Tims, Ellen Zegura

- Leading Initiatives MID — Industry & Lab
  - Caspian - Level 2
  - Speakers: Xiaoye S. Li, Kathryn McKinley

**2:35 - 3:35 PM**
- Negotiating EARLY — Education & Research
  - Atlantic C — Level 1
  - Speakers: Amy Briggs, Tracy Camp

- Negotiating MID — Education & Research
  - Atlantic E — Level 1
  - Speakers: Nancy Amato, Ann Gates

- Negotiating MID — Industry & Lab
  - Caspian - Level 2
  - Speakers: Deb Agarwal, Alan Bivens

**3:35 - 5:00 PM**
- Break — Atlantic Foyer - Level 1

**3:50 - 4:50 PM**
- I-I Mentoring A — Pacific 1 — Level 2

**5:00 - 6:00 PM**
- PLENARY: Keynote — Atlantic C - Level 1
  - Speaker: Valerie Taylor

**6:15 - 8:00 PM**
- Dinner — Atlantic D - Level 1

### Saturday, November 4th

**6:00 AM - 2:00 PM**
- Registration & Rapid Testing — Atlantic Foyer - Level 1

**7:00 AM - 8:00 AM**
- Breakfast — Atlantic D - Level 1

**8:00 - 8:30 AM**
- PLENARY: Establishing Partnerships with Industry — Atlantic C - Level 1
  - Speakers: Cynthia Bennett, Vivek Sarkar

**8:35 - 9:30 AM**
- Group Mentoring EARLY — Industry & Lab
  - Caribbean - Level 2

- Group Mentoring EARLY — Education & Research
  - Atlantic D - Level 1

- Group Mentoring MID — Education & Research
  - Atlantic D - Level 1

- Group Mentoring MID — Industry & Lab
  - Caribbean - Level 2

**9:30 - 4:45 PM**
- Break — Atlantic Foyer - Level 1

**9:45 - 10:45 AM**
- Job Search POST-Docs
  - Adriatic/ Aegean - Level 2
  - Speakers: Soha Hassoun, Cynthia Phillips

- Negotiating EARLY — Education & Research
  - Atlantic C — Level 1
  - Speakers: Amy Briggs, Tracy Camp

- Negotiating MID — Education & Research
  - Atlantic E — Level 1
  - Speakers: Nancy Amato, Ann Gates

- Negotiating MID — Industry & Lab
  - Caspian - Level 2
  - Speakers: Deb Agarwal, Alan Bivens

**10:50 - 11:50 AM**
- Managing Up/Down EARLY — Industry & Lab
  - Adriatic/ Aegean - Level 2
  - Speakers: Xiaoye S. Li, Eve Schooler

- Managing Up/Down EARLY — Education & Research
  - Atlantic C — Level 1
  - Speakers: Dorian Arnold, Amanda Stent

- Managing Up/Down MID — Education & Research
  - Atlantic E — Level 1
  - Speakers: Tiffany Barnes, Stephanie Forrest

- Managing Up/Down MID — Industry & Lab
  - Caspian - Level 2
  - Speakers: Lori Diachin, Patty Lopez

**12:00 - 1:00 PM**
- Lunch — Atlantic D - Level 1

**1:00 - 2:00 PM**
- I-I Mentoring B — Pacific 1 — Level 2

**2:05 - 3:05 PM**
- PLENARY: Building Your Brand, Influence, Impact — Atlantic C - Level 1
  - Speakers: Ann Almgren, Alan Bivens, Kyla McMullen, Susan Rodger

**3:05 - 3:20 PM**
- Wrap-Up & Final Remarks — Atlantic C - Level 1
  - Speakers: Jaime Moreno, Dan Garcia, Lavanya Ramakrishnan, Holly Rushmeier